PIGEON
Phew! It’s nice to be in a puppy-free environment. (notices the Bus) And a bus-rich environment. (dreamy) Busssss…
(Gasps, as Pigeon notices the cap)

e O ﬁcially, o ﬁcial Bus Driver’s cap! Am I thinking what I think I’m thinking? I

AM!!! Yessss! (puts on the cap) Fits perfectly! (a beat.) Is this it? Am I ﬁnally going to get to– DRIVE. THE. BUS?!
(Pigeon sushes themself from their unexpected loud-ness) Shhh! Shhh! Shhh! Don’t freak out.

BUS ENGINE
(Personiﬁcation of an Engine not starting)

Ruh DA doh dohdoh
Ruh doh doh DA dohdohdoh
Dubba dubba dubba dubba-PUH!
Ruh-diht-diht-diht-dight-deuug
Dugga dugga dugga dugga
Fra-Duh-dubba dubba dubba dubba
Kah-Pow!

TEENAGER
(Speaks in a stereotypical surfer-boy way)

HOOOLLLLDDD THEEE BUUUSSSS! (runs onto stage, stops panting, hands on knees) Dude.
gotta get downtown! (strikes a Superhero-like pose)

e Movie “Powerful Guy 12:

ere’s not much time! I’ve

e Almost Semi-Final Final Battle”

starts soon. And, I CAN’T be late. Movies are like my THANG, bird dude, you feel me, right?

LITTLE OLD LADY
Oh, excuse me, Bus Driver person with the nice o ﬁcially, o ﬁcial cap. Can this bus get me to the hospital before
visiting hours are over? I want to go see my new grandkid! (pulls out a picture from her handbag) Her name is “Trixie.”
Isn’t she a cutie? (shows the picture around, notices the Pigeon) Oh, a pigeon! Have some bird seed! (mimes throwing bird
seed into Pigeon’s face) Bird seed!

BUSINESS MAN
Bird seed? Wait. Let me try that. (he tastes a little) Mmmm! (chewing) Mmm-mmm! (really chewing)
Mmm-mmm-MMM! (to pigeon) My thing is knowing a business opportunity when I taste it. And- YUCK- this is
NOT one of those.

BUS DRIVER
(sincere) Driving a bus is so amazing, and now, thanks to this amazing new bus stop in the park, being a Bus Driver
is now- (big) AMAZINGLY AMAZING!!! (gradually gets bigger as excitement about job grows) Everyday, I get to wear this
o ﬁcially, o ﬁcial bus driver’s cap, put my hands on the steering wheel, close the door, honk the horn, and then take
my bus for an exciting, fully scheduled, day of bus driving!

